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Abstract: - This Study investigates methods of improving and enveloping cam shaft bearing of overhead camshaft of petrol engine three wheelers four stroke air cooled engine by analysis, field complaints with finding root cause of bearing failure. As the engine running up to certain km problem arises cam shaft bearing fails. After this due to disproportionate play occurs between parts ball bearing and outer race, which breaks outside the alignment at engine head with the tappet of engine head of petrol engine. Aiming at subterranean improvement describing influence with various method and process improvement to sustain ball bearing position w.r.t. cam shaft housing of engine head. Ball bearing pressing tool mandrill modified to maintain bearing position w.r.t. bore depth in main cam shaft on engine head assembly. While adding shield on bearing and pressing references are modified from outer race to inner race of this ball bearing. The impression of expansion imitates on routines and engine plane cam shaft successively.
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I. INTRODUCTION

ATUL AUTO LTD, a leading three-wheeler automobile manufacturing industry across India. Vehicles parts developed, assembled, manufactured & propelled in new model of Gemin Prem. in multi-fuel range i.e. Gasoline, Diesel, LPG, CNG & Electronic in both people carry and goods carry vehicles. Atul Auto Lim. had launch new model name Gemin Prem. Passenger automobile three vehicle running on gasoline/petrol. While testing on-road through various developing departments, the problem of bearing failure in engine and engine failure is narrated. Accurately number of automobiles are on thoroughfare testing and number of glitches information also increased [1].

Overhead camshaft is a part of Engine Assembly which is mounted on top of engine main frame. The cycle of control spread in gasoline engine takes place as follow:


Fig 1. Overhead cam shaft mechanism
The appropriate study and suitable process improvements is needed done to upsurge the engine lifespan and vehicle stand in modest market. In this study paper, an applied approach has been complete to design, development and expansion of a conformist cam shaft and bearing, through which recompenses of using conformist design with contemporary science. Predictable design will give broad-mindedness and cost efficiency. To suite cam shaft and bearing by proper running at most engine life efficient time to increase engine life rate.

Table 1.1 Parts of cylinder head assembly and its function.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sr. No.</th>
<th>Part Name</th>
<th>Function</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1.</td>
<td>Clutch Assembly</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.</td>
<td>Small Cluster gear</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3.</td>
<td>Main Speed gear/Main shaft</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4.</td>
<td>Reverse gear shaft and gear</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5.</td>
<td>Idle gear</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Amongst power transmission, regulator and transported in four stroke engines. Transmitting power switched from crank shaft by chain on gear to interfacing overhead camshaft, control is main stream cylinder head assembly. Cam shaft is the principle transmission and power production through correct timing of opening and closing valves assembly of overhead camshaft. During power transmission through chain drive in over head cam shaft, due to vibration and disturbance in camshaft, ball bearing loses balls and breaks down the camshaft assy. Through which all system breakdown.

The suitable analysis with process enhancements is vigorous to increase the camshaft bearing life lifespan and sustainability in contemporary modest market. The followings field grievances that are renowned while on road tough of automobile.

1) Cam shaft bearing broken in 2-piece failure.
2) Bearing broken in oval/damage.
3) Main housing of cylinder head damage by excessive vibrations
4) Engine head crack/damage owing to additional vibration.
5) Oil leakage from crash and damaged valves in engine head.

2. OBSERVATION

Overhead all hitches rise due to camshaft & ball bearing failure. On road automobile running with multi-speed paraphernalia, play occurs between ball and outer race along with inner race. Outstanding to which camshaft & ball bearing damages during engine running. As an undesirable impact of spoiled bearing disturbs stoichiometric alignment of combustion process for engine power with cylinder head faulty which in results un even meshes of piston on cylinder head and damages additional portions as a big disappointment. Touching component barrel and piston head with excess play and vibration dissatisfies running structure, results to evolving interaction fatigue which happen since the repercussion the bearing damage on shaft created. Amid task and parts that include in arrangement dissatisfaction of gliding component. Static force examination, oil heaviness, ever-changing bearing position working, attire pattern of fitment, key structure, converse overhanging, stuck concluded load on vehicle etc. were the likelihoods to find the disappointment of camshaft & ball bearing in engine head and prevent from compensations. During comment, following possessions had been identified,

- Huge Vibration in Engine head cylinder after certain thousand km
- Main bearing case damage from inside.
- Engine head damage
- Barrel and piston damage.
- Tappet broken and damage.
- Inlet and exhaust valves worn out.

3. ROOT CAUSE

Due to rough forces, abrupt load and pressure advanced at bearing, cylinder head and convinced joining sequences, deep scrapes are engendered and outer ring along with steel balls worn out. Due to this blow & deep grazes in worn out in fragments, head and joining parts. Injured tappet freely passages in engine head between inlet and exhaust valves. Consequential to this the
supplementary failure and portion damage materializes and last whole engine from head broke apart. The failure of bearing jams the engine barrel and piston along with engine head housing in the engine body. At high torque with high rpm, the bearing damages while become free and unbalanced which accommodates more head damage & other parts of engine.

In Engine head, housing is provided to install the cam shaft assembly. While running at uneven loads and running numerous cycles, attire and tear happens between camshaft bearing and housing case as the case getting enlarge and outcomes in play between bearing and housing. Due to indecorous fitment, bearing produces vibration and underneath this ailment, when the rpm changes, bearings outer shell cracks and damages in many parts with damaging cam shaft housing and engine head components. While running, when bearing damages, the tappet breaks with more vibration creating inefficient power with knocking and detonation in barrel piston assembly Producing the vibration transpires in other parts, it stops and damages engine.

1) Less clearance between Camshaft bearing & housing, dimension to maintained in cylinder head.
2) In maximum disappointment outer shell rubbing with housing & tear apart from cam shaft assembly & get enter in consecutively arrangement outcomes arrangement failure.
3) Bearing assembly already displaced at assembly line.
4) Attachment not proper
5) Trade defect at casing plant.
6) Due to shuddering and axial play in housing and bearing, fitment procedure needs to modify.

4. DIMENSION

The face width, circular pitch, working depth, and the tooth thickness are same for reverse gear, idle gear and differential crown gear. Below given table shows the dimensions of fork and different gears.

Camshaft Bearing Bigger End code: 6203
Inner dimension: 17 mm
Outer dimension: 40 mm
Width: 12 mm

Camshaft Bearing Smaller End: 6002
Inner dimension: 15 mm
Outer dimension: 32 mm
Width: 9 mm

By policies to progress thorough and leisurely investigation while concerning through the base design constituents with process mass media along morphologies, little scale bumpy area fragments and under organization settings development of key drivers to settle down failure, almost gadgets were deliberated, and measured counter actions are projected.

5. ACTION TAKEN

All problems arise due to vibration of reverse fork and improper reverse gear meshing with idle and differential crown gear. After some cycles due to excessive play occurs between system & this will disturb alignment transmission power to differential gear. Vibration occurs in fork due to play generated resulting wear and tear between reverse fork, key, idle gear, differential gear system, main housing and differential cover. The clearance between reverse gear fork and housing is needed to adjust so that the vibration between fork and gear decreases. The increase in vibration increase sudden load in parts and wear and tear with number of failure increases.

1) O ring material improved and taking care at fitment of tappet cover preventing oil leakage.
2) Excessive play removed in bearing and head assembly.
3) Maximum torque applying on engine head bolts should be not more than 3.5 Kg-m.
4) Protection shield on bearing added both sides to prevent Emre or chip entering in it.
5) CMM program adapted to cover up all perilous dimensions to GB assy.
6) Surface hardness increased from 58 Hrc to 62 Hrc for fin tempered throughout thickness in lobe 16MNCr6.
7) Cut off no.: SGD83RIC8B5950283, Engine No.: V 1705 N 87.
6. MODIFIED PARTS

1) O-RING OF TAPPET COVER MODIFIED: Engine head assembly, 1st ‘O ring’ located at Inlet valve on engine head with ‘O ring’ sitting slot in tappet cover & 2nd ‘O ring’ located in exhaust valve on engine head with ‘O ring’ sitting slot in tappet cover head. Before modifying ‘O ring’ oil leakage problem noted in Engine head assembly. Cam shaft bearing and engine head assembly mounting position will be consuming measurable permission, after adjusting bearing position always steady and mainstay wrt. to Housing.

![Fig. 1.2 O-ring improved](image)

2) CAM SHAFT BEARING MODIFIED: Shield protection provided from both sides in ball bearing at long edge of camshaft while assembly on cam shaft assembly. As a result, purposeful operation of rpm take place under contented affluence. In existing bearing, no advantaged environments like shield is provided as in modified part on. While effective on cam shaft, smooth spread of rpm with less vibration in bearing and housing.

![Fig. 1.3 Camshaft bearing modified with protective shield](image)

3) ROKER ARM HARNESS INCREASED: Failure analysis of cam shaft bearing incudes the failure part of tappet. Due to uneven vibrations rocker arm splits/breaks in two parts causing major problem in cylinder head. Surface hardened from 58 HSc to 62 HSc as shown in figure.

![Fig 1.4 Tappet hardness increased](image)

| Cam Shaft Analysis |
|--------------------|-----------------|-----------------|------------------|---------------------|
| Surface Hardness   | Core Hardness   | Case Depth      | Case Microstructure | Core Microstructure | %RA | Material    |
| 58 to 60 HRe       | 36 to 37 HRe    | 0.94 mm         | Fine Tempered Martensite | Low Carbon Martensite | 5.56 | SAE 8620 |
| 59 to 61 HRe       | 37 to 39 HRe    | 1.01 mm         | Fine Tempered Martensite | Low Carbon Martensite | 4.48 | SAE 8620 |
| 58 to 59 HRe       | 37 to 38 HRe    | 0.84 mm         | Fine Tempered Martensite | Low Carbon Martensite | 4.02 | SAE 8620 |

![Fig 1.5 Tappet hardness](image)

4) ENGINE HEAD FITMENT: Engine head assembly fitted on engine by tightening four nuts on four stud of engine body. Maximum torque applying on engine head bolts is guided that should be not more than 3.5 Kg-m.

7. EFFECT OF MODIFICATION

Alteration carried out on Cam shaft bearing and engine head assembly in order to avoid failure of Engine head.
1) Modified ball bearing with both side protective shield given for protecting Emre entering in it, during waged, Oil leakage at a standstill and life cycle of cam shaft with contact to engine head housing augmented. The play stirring is decreased and also upsurge in lifecycle of both part with a reduced amount of vibration existence. Also, effectiveness with performance of power transmission inflamed.

2) The modified O Ring is provided to increases purposeful operation, smooth lubrication without any leakage issue as well with smooth controlled transmission.

3) Engine head assembly with modified cam shaft assembly runs up to max km at uneven rpm with max life span on vehicle on road testing.

4) Appreciable lessening in circuitous stress value for rounded root shield design in comparison of roundabout stress value in unmodified ball bearing design.

8. CONCLUSION

The current effort establishes tentatively viability in modified part. Modification which supported out on cam shaft, tappet and cylinder head assembly in order to counteract disappointment of engine power transmission. This recurrent development & enhancement is done to progress engine control transmission parts robustness. New amendments ae given of adapted parts. Part interchangeability progression is now in progression for new improved automobiles. Process improvement as well as improvement circulars on course and modified cylinder head parts are being introduced in new portion of finest automobiles.

For future researches of engine head assembly, cam shaft and cam shaft bearing analysis, it is suggested to simulate all supplementary operative parts with diverse boundary circumstances in order to accomplish more structures available in software. For futuristic instance, other analysis like applied torque on different rotating parts, fatigue analysis can be carried out for better consequences. At judgement, analysis results besides reports associated to parts plan to their accurateness, simulation may unpretentious structures is recommendable. Confirming ease and clear revealed, arranged measured calculation thru reminiscent conclusions, additional used absolute values will be associating the simulation consequences.
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